
Dear Jin, 
5/7/84 

I am at a loss to explain this belated action on one’of the nany appeals I filed in CA 78~-0322/0420 combined but I call it to your attention for your and Lynch's Possible use in reflecting the fact that I am, without doubt, discriminated against and that there is rarelt timely response to even my appeals. This appeal is dated in 1981, from the number I'm inclined to beiieve early that year, and it is now 
1984, 

Do not be misled by their statement that "the transcripts of these tapes are located in F.B.I. documents 89-43-14 361-364." Nit only where those #documents" not disclosed, they are in the midst of a large series of referrals, all withheld, 
This also rebuts their false claim that they acted on ali my appeals. ln fact they ignored almost all of them. Some are in the case record where I was able to locate them easily, found them by accident, and when they were pertinent. Like the Ronnie Caire business. A number are attached to affidavits in that litigation and still remain ignored. I pick the tonite Caire appeal as illustrative becasse the documents disclosed in this case establishes that the FBI lied in responding to my separate and old Ronnie Caire request. 

At this juncture I have no interest in what is withheld, but this also establishes that the FBI }mows very well that what has nothing to do with the official story of the assassination still is information "pertaining to the assassination of President John F. Kennedy" within the clear and unanbiguous requests I made. I think Phyllis should have said pertaining to the investigation, which still is within my requests. They never made any such searches, but their own filing establishes the pertinent of that for which they didn't search and stead= fastly refused to search. 

Best,


